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at one of the theaters said to him, "Ah, Mr.
Dickens, if it hadn't been for them books,
what an actor you would have made I'9 This
statement was not at all exaggerated.
The rank to which Dickens is entitled among
novelists has been a question much debated.
That his ability to grasp at once the most
striking characteristics of a person, and his
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eagerness to make all men see as he saw, fre-
quently led him into exaggeration, is true
and gives ground to the charge that his
characters are often caricatures. But his
humor, his power of observation and his
genuine love for men must be admitted, as
must also the fact that many of his characters
—Mr. Micawber, Sam Weller and Mrs.
Gamp, for example—whether caricatures or
not, fully justify their creation by the un-
failing amusement which they afford.
DICOTYLEDONS. See botany; coty-
ledon.
DICTATOR, a magistrate of the Roman
Republic. The holder of this office possessed
extraordinary powers and was appointed
only in times of great emergency. The power
of naming a dictator was vested, by a reso-
lution of the Senate, in one of the consuls.
The dictatorship was limited to six months,
and the person holding it could not go out
of Italy or appear in Rome on horseback
without the permission of the people. He
had no control over the public funds without
the permission of the Senate, but had the
power of life and death and could punish
without appeal to the Senate or people. All
the other magistrates were under his orders.
In modern times there have been many cases
in which men have assumed dictatorial
power. Such cases are Mussolini in Italy;
Lenin and Stalin in Russia; Hitler in Ger-
many, and Pilsudski in Poland.
DICTIONARY, dik'sbun a ri, as ordinarily
 used, a term applied to a book containing the
words, or a portion of the words, of a lan-
guage, arranged in alphabetical order, with
explanations and definitions. The impor-
tance of knowing how to use a dietonary
should be impressed upon every boy and girl,
for it is only through consulting such a book
that one's vocabulary is enlarged and the cor-
rect meanings of words is learned. The
average pupil in the grades uses perhaps two
or three hundred words, and his parents not
more than 2,000, while at their disposal is a
rich storehouse of thousands of words, a
knowledge of which would give a splendid
command of English. For the adults and
older pupils a complete standard dictionary
is the most desirable, for such dictionaries
give a vast amount of valuable information.
This is particularly true of the latest editions
of large dictionaries. As is shown in the
illustration given below, in a complete dic-
tionary one finds many other facts besides
the definition of a word:
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itj-spise' (dt-spSz*), v. t-; DE-spfeBO'^-epizdO ~, de-sfis'e
(-spuing).   [ME. despisen, dispif^ OF. despis-, in soi__
forms of despire to despise, fr. L. dejpictrct (fesped-urn^ to I
look down upon, despiae; de -f apicere, spews, to lr-'-  *
•See spy : cf. despicable, despite.]   l.«JPcQpok down u
with disfavor or contempt; to contemiijTcvriH-disdaint
to have a low opinion or contemptuous dislike of.	—~
Fools despise wwdom and instruction.      Prov, 17.
rally detp\se those •who court them. Jourttt (Thvcytt.).
	i with contempt; disregard; set at naught.  f/£u.
,Syn.—Disregard, alight, scout, apurn,—despise, cox-
temn, scorn, disdain. To despise (see etym.) ia to regard
as mean, petty, or contemptible) as," HemustleanuSow-
ever, to aesp^&K petty adversaries. No good sportsman
ought to shoot at crows" (Stott), contbmsjsiiow book-'
ish; it applies to objects or qualities (rarelytfr-pftrspna)
which ate deemed contemptible; ast" I contemn theiFT»«^.
images of love" (Steele). scobs is stronger, implying
quick, indignant, or profound contempt; as, "Vanessa,
tilled with just disdain, would still her dignity maintain,
instructed from her early years to acorn the art of female
tears" (Swift); cf. " Voltaire, with his o.uick intellectual
•awn and eager malice of the brain" (B. Dou-den). disdxik y
^mcr«m)5
•ranter
- See scoff. eidicule, contemptible,
WHAT MAY BE FOUND IN A DICTIONARY
A.	The  pronunciation of a word is  given.
By means of footnotes on the page the reader
is aided in understanding: the pronunciation
marks.
B.	The part of speeclx is given.
C.	When the word is a verb,  the diction-
ary  states  whether  It  Is   transitive  or  in-
transitive.
D.	The principal parts are given in case of
verbs.
E.	The   derivation   of   the  word  is   given;
that is,  the languages  and  the  words from
•which it comes.
F.	Reference is made to other words related
to it in meaning.
G-. The modern meanings of the word are
given.
H. Sometimes quotations are added to show
how the word is used in standard writings.
I. Other meanings no longer in good use
are listed. The abbreviation Obs. stands for
obsolete, "which means out of date,
J. A list of synonyms, or words that have
much the same or the same meaning, is given.
K, The shades of difference between these

